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Relevance of the research issue: Reason that the population of developed countries quickly began to age and shrink, leading to the required needs in a cheap foreign labor, and brought the issue of migration in key positions. Historically, it was believed that migration brings a significant contribution to the economic development of many countries, providing profitable workforce. However, now that clearly show through the negative social and political implications of immigration - first of all, such as the growing threat of terrorism, the erosion of national identity, the growth of inter-ethnic conflict and political extremism - is increasingly questioned it, it would seem, no doubt a positive economic effect. Citizens who have a negative opinion on the cause of migration is the fact that migration brings to the State of a number of negative consequences: an increase in unemployment, the reduction of jobs and income for the indigenous population, the expansion of an alien culture, cultural ethnic and sectarian conflicts.

The purpose to investigate value of the international population shift and a consequence which it renders on economic and socio-political aspects of our country.

For achievement of this purpose the following research objects were set:
- To give the characteristic of concept the international population shift
- To reveal cents of the international migration and to compare interrelation of modern migratory corridors
- To define a role and a place of Russia in current trends of development of the international population shift
- To analyse and remove all pluses of the international migration for Russia
- To define all negative factors of the international population shift for Russia
- To make the forecast of the international population shift for Russia on the near future.

Scientific novelty: Scientific novelty of the thesis is that it represents the developed complex research of the problems connected with migratory processes in world economy.

The structure is subordinated to the solution of research problems and includes: the introduction, two chapters including on three paragraphs everyone, the conclusion and the bibliography of the used literature numbering 67 sources in Russian and 11 in a foreign language. The total amount of work makes 63 pages.

Summary: Consequences which are received by Russia, from participation in the international migration are various: from huge inflow of the low-qualified labor, before "leakage of our minds" to the countries, with more tempting offers.
Of course, there are also positive sides are less whimsical workers, than indigenous people, and partly cheap payment of their work (also absence of many privileges at the expense of the state).

All this, suggests an idea that Russia needs to reconsider the migration policy and to make in it some reforms. Everything is heavy to consider positive sides and efficiency of migration policy from 90th years as the last two decades led to deep negative consequences. Eternal changes, absence of sequence in decision-making concerning migration policy throws into confusion potential immigrants, especially highly qualified specialists and highly educated society in general, concerning, whether it is worth coming to Russia or not. And most often these thoughts are transformed to illegal migration and illegal employment that by itself negatively influences a situation in our economy. It is necessary to emphasize, the international experience shows that the extremely toughened migration policy promptly increases growth of illegal migration.

On opinions of experts, the available migratory streams of Russia in the short term will become scanty as citizens of the CIS and Central Asia will soon aim the main streams at EU countries. And Russia needs to compete on a world migratory field with such countries as Australia, Great Britain, Germany, Canada, the USA, France. Now she loses to them.

All aforesaid conducts to that in short terms of Russia it is necessary to take serious actions for improvement of migration policy, having transformed it from the policy reacting to the policy forming migratory streams. And by that to improve a set, vital, the processes making wellbeing of our country.

The success of realization of these ambitions will depend generally on effective work of Federal Migration Service of Russia, its territorial authorities, and also other state departments which activity is connected with migration. And the most important that work of all this structure was productive and fruitful, the staff of these departments has to understand what exactly depends on them destiny of the our state, as well as destiny of millions of migrants with whom they work constantly.

The elaboration of accurate strategy of the state concerning use of a migratory resource fixed in the State concept of migration policy represents obligatory aspect of overcoming of a fragmentariness of the migratory legislation and the drawing up vital for our country, migratory processes. The concept has to outline beacons and a vector of migration policy on prospect, to designate a role of the main migratory streams – resettlements to Russia, economic immigration, temporary labor migration, reunion of families, refugees and displaced persons. Integration of migrants has to become an important element of migration and national policy. The role of the state in management of processes of internal migration has to be especially stipulated.